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Will Improve From Surgery

Hacker, is currently casting a wide net over the culture. But the editor distinguishes her publication from those who merely claim to be “politically correct.” She emphasizes the Review’s commitment to “publishing poets, fiction writers and critics who provide their own points of view instead of subscribing to other’s.”

Hacker’s work with The Kenyon Review has been widely recognized by the literary community. Poet and critic Alicia Ostriker praises the editor for “creating a magazine which speaks needed, explore chances for multicultural awareness throughout society” while poet Josephine Jacobsen notes “The Kenyon Review seems...so vital and so really important among current publications.”

This literary quarterly, founded 53 years ago by poet and critic John Crowe Ransom was know during the 1940’s and 50’s as “the
see REVIEW page twelve

Jordan Recovers

By Courtney Coughlin

President Philip Jordan underwent prostate surgery at James Cancer Hospital at Ohio State on January 6. After his three week checkup on January 26, he received the news that the surgery was successful and there were no remains of the malignant tumor.

“I feel terrific, just wonderful,” remarked Jordan, “surgery went well, there were no complications so I started healing immediately.”

Shortly before winter vacation, Jordan, sensing the symptoms, went to the doctor and was diagnosed as having a malignant tumor of the prostate. After preparation, Jordan announced on Sunday, January 31, that he will undergo surgery

New CDC Computer Assists Students

By Jennifer Goldblatt

Barbara Gensmer, Director of the Career Development Center (CDC), has recently announced the one-month trial of SIGI PLUS, a new computerized career guidance system for students.

SIGI PLUS gives students access to a computer program which guides the decision-making process involved in career planning. SIGI PLUS will be available to students during February.

“Only in an hour or so, the students identify which values are most important in planning a career,” explains Karen Towns, Assistant to the Director of the CDC. Towns will assist students in the orientation of SIGI PLUS. Students will have an opportunity, with the help of SIGI PLUS, to match their

priorities and interests with possible career choices.

“Another problem facing students is selecting a career and finding out later that it’s not what they thought,” Karen continues “with SIGI PLUS, students can get background on hundreds of jobs, find out what skills are needed, explore chances for advancement, check salary ranges, job security, SIGI claims to help students to ‘find out where they are going before they get there.’”

The program does not require any prior knowledge of computers, and is available free of charge to students.

Individuals who wish to schedule an appointment to use SIGI PLUS career planning system may contact Karen Towns at PBX 3165 or stop by the CDC.

By Elizabeth Bennett

Celebrating its 50th anniversary, the 100% Senior fund raising drive is about to begin in 1992-93 campaign. Between Jan. 27 and Feb. 8 in members of the 100% Senior committee will solicit students of the senior class for pledges of money to be paid to the Kenyon Fund over the next four years.

Established by the Alumni Committee in 1942, 100% Senior attempts to raise capital to alleviate some of the expenses student tuition does not cover. In addition, 100% Senior is an endeavor to help students graduate to donate money to Kenyon.

According to a fact sheet printed by the Development office, it costs more than $105,000 per day to operate Kenyon, and tuition only covers 83% of a student’s education. Therefore the Kenyon fund seeks to fill the breech between tuition and actual operating expenses.

In 1991-92 almost 4,700 alumni donated money to the College. Kenyon collected a total of $121,000 in the 12-month period. Last year 90% of the senior class pledged to give yearly donations to the college over the next four years.

According to Bill O’Hearn, of the Development office, Kenyon’s 100% Senior fund raising campaign has one of the best participation rates of any school in the country. Some corporations, in support of small liberal arts institutions, base the size of their gift to Kenyon on the annual Kenyon Fund, participation of recent graduates bespeaks very well of the College.

Tricia Tropp, the Student Chairperson of 100% Senior stated that, “we are not asking anyone to give money now. It is a promise to pledge.” In fact, the first payment isn’t due until June 1994 and although there are recommended pledge amounts, students may pledge to give any amount. According to Tropp, this fundraiser just gets the ball rolling for seniors to remember their alma mater in the future.

“This is more about education than money,” O’Hearn said. Tropp agreed that, “Contributing to Kenyon after we leave is very important. We are getting the attitude across that we want a continued commitment to Kenyon, even after graduation.”

In the next few weeks seniors can expect to be visited by members of their class on the 100% Senior committee. Solicitors will carry pledge cards with recommended pledge amounts. There is also space for Seniors to create their own payment plan with no maximum or minimum.

The minorities represented include Native American, African-American, Hispanic, Filipino, Asian, Latino and Afro-Caribbean authors.

“arferred Funds, Marketing

The Kenyon Review has recently been awarded two individual grants from the Lila Wallace-Reader’s Digest Literary Publisher’s Marketing Development Program and the Lannan Foundation to enlarge the publication’s marketing, fund raising and author payments.

The Lila Wallace grant, totaling nearly $80,000, has been allocated to The Kenyon Review for the exclusive purpose of marketing the magazine. The funds are to be used over a two-year period to increase bookstore sales and distribution, to focus more attention on renewals and to initiate a direct mail campaign so that the publication can reach more diverse audiences.

The Lila Wallace-Reader’s Digest Fund, the largest private funder of arts and culture in the United States, is designed to “increase the marketing capabilities of leading, non-profit literary magazines.” The Kenyon Review is among 18 literary magazines and presses to receive such a grant.

The second grant that the Review received is sponsored by The Lannan Foundation of California. This $12,000 award will allow the magazine to increase

100% Senior Fundraiser Kicks Off

"The Kenyon Review does not simply use the word ‘multicultural’, it embodies it."

—Meg Brazill, Director of Marketing Programs at the Lannan Foundation

The Lannan Foundation commended the "incredible reincarnation" of The Kenyon Review that has taken place under the editorial direction of Marilyn Hacker. "The Kenyon Review does not simply use the buzz word ‘multicultural’; it embodies it," says Meg Brazill, Director of Literary Programs at the foundation.

Since internationally acclaimed poet and critic Marilyn Hacker was appointed as editor of the Review in June of 1990, the first non-academic and first full-time editor, the quarterly’s multicultural representation has grown significantly.

Only a few years ago virtually no minority authors were featured in the magazine; 35% of the authors presently scheduled for the 93-94 issues of the Review represent ethnic and cultural minorities, senior citizens and other special populations.

author payments and to benefit from development consulting.

The Lannan Foundation commended the "incredible reincarnation" of The Kenyon Review that has taken place under the editorial direction of Marilyn Hacker. "The Kenyon Review does not simply use the buzz word ‘multicultural’, it embodies it."

—Meg Brazill, Director of Literary Programs at the Lannan Foundation

The minorities represented include Native American, African-American, Hispanic, Filipino, Asian, Latino and Afro-Caribbean authors.

Hacker has also been successful in combining the work of both arriving and experienced writers. Emerging writers often appear in the magazine beside Pulitzer Prize and National Book Award-winning authors. Furthermore, she has created an equal balance between male and female authors with in the magazine.

According to The Nation, "The Kenyon Review, under the editorialship of Marilyn Hacker, bespeaks Jordan.

From Surgery

such as consultations and giving his own blood needed for surgery, he entered James Cancer Hospital on January 5, and then was operated on the following morning.

Although he was concerned about his surgery, he was at ease with the professional care he received. “I felt I was in very good medical hands. I felt a good deal of confidence in the people who were taking care of me.”

Jordan noted that the hospital is “wonderful for the caringness of the people.” Also while at the hospital, two alumni studying at the Ohio State Medical School visited Jordan. “Kenyon was ever present,” cheerfully remarked Jordan.

see JORDAN page twelve

By Jennifer Goldblatt

Barbara Gensmer, Director of the Career Development Center (CDC), has recently announced the one-month trial of SIGI PLUS, a new computerized career guidance system for students.

SIGI PLUS gives students access to a computer program which guides the decision-making process involved in career planning. SIGI PLUS will be available to students during February.

“Only in an hour or so, the students identify which values are most important in planning a career,” explains Karen Towns, Assistant to the Director of the CDC. Towns will assist students in the orientation of SIGI PLUS. Students will have an opportunity, with the help of SIGI PLUS, to match their

priorities and interests with possible career choices.

“Another problem facing students is selecting a career and finding out later that it’s not what they thought,” Karen continues “with SIGI PLUS, students can get background on hundreds of jobs, find out what skills are needed, explore chances for advancement, check salary ranges, job security, SIGI claims to help students to ‘find out where they are going before they get there.’”

The program does not require any prior knowledge of computers, and is available free of charge to students.

Individuals who wish to schedule an appointment to use SIGI PLUS career planning system may contact Karen Towns at PBX 3165 or stop by the CDC.
OPINION

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Simmons Writes Open Letter to Community

Welcome back to the picturesque campus that we all call home. I want to wish everyone a happy and prosperous New Year. Also, I want everyone to shut up and quiet complaining.

January can be a difficult time. The weather can be cold and nasty and going to class can be painful. Do not blame the blessed state of Ohio for your miserable outlook. Every time you curse the weather or the amount of discount stores in Ohio, there will be a Buckeye around the corner reminding you that most of you came here. The Buckeye Fairy didn't call you, and no matter how much tuition you pay you can't change the weather.

That brings me to another point. Shut up about how much you pay to go to school here. Every time someone is upset they strike the tuition excuse fence. "You would think that you could get a warm summer meal, you would think that you could go to a state university and get a job," you would think they could have parking tickets for less than $15, you would think that they could have straight halls in Mather and McBride, for the $21,000 that our parents are paying." We are a school with a strong literary tradition, be more creative than that.

I realize that we are all part of a test by our government to see how apticlastic a generation can become, but please don't annoy me.

If you want all of these things to come true, it is not as hard as you think. Trying to do something is a good start. There is money out there to do things. Demand a change in the social board funds. The activities they do are neat, but think of the possibilities. Rather than the film footage for National Geographic that took place at the "Welcome to the Terriconde Pizza Fest" during exam week, we could get one of the world's ten most influential people in the world who actually is a Kenyan grad (never mind). We could experimentally grow drugs or grapes for wine. We could cancel our entertaining and invest in the Experimental College. We could channel other money into renovating the apartments and then build a monstrous warehouse that everyone could see (even though they would rather not). Please do not dedicate a warehouse to me when I graduate. We could even hire a committee to see why the hell is there an old barn next to the CDC or to discuss masturbation on the Editorial page.

You must demand and take action to see that you get the most out of your college career. You must take initiative. If you want to get rid of Phillip Mather, blow it up (and then pay for a building that matches something other than the library).

If you do not want to initiate and motivate then please stop whining. Do as I do and accept and be happy.

Mark C. Simmons
Pres. Apathy Involvement USA
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Alum Hubbard '92 Reacts Nostalgically to Error

To the Editors,

There is a great distance between me and my heart; I am in Seattle and my heart is back in Gambier (as per usual). I can feel the pulsating rhythm of campus life beating within me though I have strayed so far away. Lately, this chasm within has been growing at a truly devastating rate. Alas, 'tis true, I’ve become sentimental.

My fond thoughts of late about Kenyon have not been fruitless, I hasten to add, for a fundamental connection was established which now gives new meaning to the form and essence of my being. You see, I was sent a Kenyon DKE Alumni Association bulletin. Forget the fact that this holy scripture concerned itself only with legal threats against Kenyon due to their limitless dissatisfaction with the housing policy. Please also disregard the fact that this profound document was soliciting a fifty dollar “payment” from me to further their cause (for lack of a better word.)

Robert B. Hubbard '92
(Independent, thank god!)

Graves Clarifies Maintenance/Housing Issue

To the Editors:

I am writing in response to the December 10, 1993 Maintenance Plan, "Improvements in Housing.

The article states that the improvements are the result of a decision made to correct an illegal situation in the office; the proper housing for the staff members.

Sincerely,

Robert D. Graves
Director of Housing

Jacobs Thanks Entire Community for Support

Dear Editors:

I want to thank the students and my fellow workers for their prayers, cards, calls, and flowers during my illness which has been diagnosed as Bronchioloalveolar Lymphoma with Organizing Pneumonia (BOOP). Your thoughtfulness helped me to get through the difficult time.

As I did not respond to the medications, my family elected to refer me to Riverside Hospital in Columbus. For the students who were ill at the same time I was, I would like to assure you that Dr. Schermer must have been as frustrated as you may have been as typical medications did not work on us. Dr. Schermer’s aggressive review of your medications and his changing the medications until he found an appropriate one, may have saved you from the damage to your lungs.

Thanks again for all of your support and best wishes for 1993!

Sincerely,

Charles H. Jacobs
Coordinator of Health, Safety and Residence Facilities

WOODSIDE Bed & Breakfast

Located on State Route 308 at the corner of Chase Ave. and Woodside Drive

Three bedrooms with two baths; very pleasant and quiet. Ideal for parents’ visits. Graduation ‘93 booked.

427-2711

401 Chase Ave.
Gambier, Ohio

WHEN DRINKING, CALL A FRIEND.

Drinking and riding can lead to a loss of license, a conviction, or even worse. When you drink, get a ride with a friend. It’s the best call you can make.

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION
Slobodyanik Performance in Rosse Radiates Brilliance

By Kevin Ryan

When I was seven years old, I began playing the piano. When Mr. Alex Slobodyanik was seventeen years old, just a few days ago, he played one of the most difficult piano recitals conceivable: Bach’s English Suite in G minor. Ravel’s Scarbo (from Gaspard de la Nuit) Scriabin’s Fifth Sonata, and Chopin’s Third Sonata in h minor. If I were given a hundred years during which I could practice twenty hours a day and be released from all need of sleep, I might be able to match his concert selection.

So what are the events in this impressive young man’s life? Son of pianist Alexander Slobodyanik, Alex Slobodyanik began lessons with his mother at the age of six. By seven, he had moved on to the Moscow Central Music School where he studied with Mrs. S. Berezovskaya and, later, with Mrs. Vera Gornostayeva at the Moscow Conservatory. He is currently studying with Mr. Sergei Babayan at the Cleveland Institute of Music.

At fifteen, he won the Young Concert International Auditions (being the youngest ever to do so) performed twice with the Richmond Symphony, and won the Houston Valley Chamber Music Circle Prize. 1991 brought him the first Prize and the Ivo Pogorelich Grand Prize at the Sarasvonkus Awards International Piano Competition. He received a Bagby Career Grant. And, in 1992, gave his debut recital at the Moscow Conservatory, in the Great Hall.

On Saturday January 23rd, at ten o’clock pm, he gave a recital at Kenyon’s Rose Hall.

A biography that looks good on paper can be disappointing when you really subject it to close scrutiny. This was not the case with Mr. Alex Slobodyanik. In fact, the excellence of his recent performance exceeded anything that his past achievements might have led us to expect from him. Many have impressive careers; but only a few are touched with genius. Mr. Slobodyanik is quite young, but, even in his early stages, I believe he is one of the few.

By Patrick Moorhead

Those that attended the disGraceland faculty-staff Coffeehouse Saturday night at Gamm Mons all know what fools mistake can be when given a microphone. For those that haven’t attended, the only one thing can be said: you must not know your teachers as well as you thought you did. The faculty and staff produced a fine evening of comedy and music with a surprising amount of talent on display. Proceeds went to the Gamber Folk Festival, another annual event that is hardly worth missing.

Comedic relief during the setchanges was provided by Psychology Professor Michael Levine, whose sense of humor led the audience to laugh at his wit. He was a delightful guest, perhaps too often of his own music. His monologues in the breaks helped to smooth the show over as well as to provide some background noise to keep conversations moving around the members of the audience. Looking more like a reduct from a Parisian walkway than Elvish, he was obvious that Levine was having fun and, for awhile, at least forget about his image.

The award for the most high-powered performance goes to the "Arts Brat" by far the hippest act of the show. Band members Verno Schubel, Donna Heizer, Judy Sacks, and Howard Sacks took the stage, and the audience with hard rockin’ Elvis cover that was obvious and rehearsed. The highlight of the set was a new-wave version of the ever-popular "Dog" that would have been perfect on the soundtrack to a David Lynch movie. It was surreal and dream-like and it left me wanting a copy of the song. How about an album, guys?

By far the most powerful performance was delivered by English Teacher Prof. Mason whose talent for the guitar and lyrics was truly a joy only the passion with which he played them. He included songs about his children, his wife, and the ups and downs of real life, capturing the attention of every person in ear shot of the stage. And every song with a breathless silence that left us all in a trance. But, there was yet another dimension of his personality by sharing with the audience the anecdotes that inspired the music, and every description fails to capture the feeling displayed by this talented man.

Of course, there is no discussion of the show happens without a mention of Psychology Professor Art Leccese. Leccese’s antics on stage were hilarious, whether anticipated or not, and were performed in proper form. The one-man-wonder and his trusty keyboard generated classic song like “37”, a dark and broodingly well-piece written for his wife’s birthday. Then, changing gear and bringing backup singers from the K.A.I.L. Leccese launched into two-sixties-que hippe piano duets with Greg Brown. Beginning with a song called “This Ain’t A Song About Dogs”, followed by an audience participation piece which is either classic “Free the Reemer Man,” Leccese and company tightened up the attitude and left everybody smiling.

When all was said and done, the faculty COFFEEHOUSE page twelve
KING WEEK 'KEEPS THE DREAM ALIVE':
Students React Positively to Events of Last Week

Evening ensemble Was
"Dude, before show."
These were our favorite events: the speech by Rev. Dr. Wyatt T. Walker and the workshop entitled "Black, White, and Gray." Although there were several programs that week, these two were the most stimulating both intellectually and for their intrinsic social value.

John Gray's workshop was focused on forcing dialogue concerning stereotypes of all sorts within our society. These ranged from sexism to racism, from anti-semitism to heterosexism, and even included prejudice based on age. His approach was quick to identify a virus of open-mindedness and quickly degenerated to a wide variety of prejudicial remarks.

The culmination of this degeneration was his emotional exit from the lecture hall. We, the audience, were left to respond to the circumstances. The confused audience was divided into discussion groups to process the way we felt about his comments. After serious discussions, the large group met to share their thoughts and to view a video. This video exposed Gray's intentions and the purpose of his workshop. He is an anti-racist, by self-definition, and his purpose is to provoke thought.

We were told that normally his workshops are organized to occur over a day or several days. This event was scheduled to last only two and a half hours, which is not nearly the amount of time needed to give the program educational justice. We would recommend having Gray present to his full conference. Then, it would seem that Kenyon could benefit more fully from his useful message. Although there is some dispute as to the usefulness of his last visit, clearly the benefit of the last visit will continue.

By Tami Parsons
"Keep the dream alive..."that was the slogan for this past week, which commemorated the life of the great Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. But what was Martin King's dream really about? What can we today recognize as the foundation for the struggle for global peace and understanding, love, justice, and freedom?

25 years after the death of this great American man, we like to romanticize the events and the realities of the world that Dr. King was so intrinsically a part of, hence we sometimes forget who he truly was: a man of God. He was a handsome, well educated visionary/prophet, often termed as a full fledged "American Hero", first and foremost a black Baptist minister. Aside from his many philosophical influences, ranging from Gandhi to DuBois, King's foundation for his quest for justice and freedom was derived prominently from his Christian beliefs.

A major aspect of the black Christian tradition is found in the emphasis on the symbolic importance given to the word "freedom". Throughout black history, the term "freedom" has found deep religious resonance in the lives and hopes of African Americans. During slavery, it meant release from bondage; after emancipation it meant the right to be educated, to be employed, and to move about freely from place to place.

In the twentieth century, African Americans (as well as most other ethnic groups, and women as well) still seek freedom in terms of political, economic and social justice. In fact, reflecting on the events of just this past year to me conformed images very similar to those seen in Dr. King's day—beatings, burnings, riots. But as we have seen, from the beginning of the black experience in America, one critical denoncement of freedom has remained constant: freedom has always meant the absence of any restraint which might compromise one's responsibility to God. No person can serve two master's, and freedom as a condition of spiritual readiness was no less critical to the religious strategies of Dr. King than it was to many other freedom-seekers. Their objectives were the same: freedom to be as God had intended all men and women to be. Free to belong to God.

For whites, freedom has been the cornerstone for the American liberal tradition: to be free to pursue one's happiness, liberty and the pursuit of happiness without political or bureaucratic interference or restraint. But for African Americans, freedom has always been communal.

In Africa, the destiny of the individual was linked to that of the tribe or the community as a whole. In America, black people have often been dealt with or viewed as (like it or not) "representatives" of their race, and seldom treated as individuals, perhaps, to some extent, because of their interaction with the larger context of their particular ethnic group. Hence the communal nature of African Americans is still ever present, curiously reinforced and fostered by (somehow) holding on to their communal past.

Out of this spirit, Dr. King took the opportunity to mobilize and organize people, through the activities in the church and through his relations with fellow black ministers to bring a tremendous new wave of freedom to many African Americans in his brief yet extraordinary lifetime.

As I sat listening to the sermon Rev. Rodney Thomas gave last Sunday night, as I listened to St. Paul's A.M.E. Mass see MLK page twelve.

Steps Ahead Breaks New Artistic Ground With Improvisation, Jazz Music

By Bertram Tunnell
If you ask a friend of yours what they did this past weekend and they respond, "Dude, I partied," they missed out on a great deal. This weekend was a regular cultural shish-ka-bob, an entertainment extravaganza, a plethora of performances if you will. After staring at the incredible dance concert, I walked over and caught the second half of the piano concert. After being blown away by this seventeen year old's raw talent the only thing I remember when I was seventeen was who I was going to go to the prom with. I went and caught the tail end of the coffeehouse. There I saw teachers strumming their stuff and truly putting on one hell of a show. After a I left, I parted.

The dance concert, Steps Ahead: An Evening of Contemporary Dance, was remarkable. I was not showing what to expect, seeing as the word around campus was that some of the members of the ensemble were unsure of the quality of the show. This was no indication, however, before the dancing commenced. The opening overture, composed by Matthew Rosen was powerful and gripping. The music set the audience's curiosity in motion, this show was obviously going to be something different.

The first number, "Improvisation I", started out with well...a narrator explaining what improvisation is. If this piece of information was supposed to be funny, it didn't work. If this definition was supposed to be serious, well, that didn't work either. Having the definition of the word read to us was borderline insulting, and the underlining about the creation of the dance, the thought quickly passed.

Next was "A Pattern Emerging," another choreographed piece by Kimberly Engber and Leslie Selins. The contraception in this piece were bright, cheerful, and radiated a sprite like spirit that was used in the dance.

The next piece was "Glade". This piece was not improvised, but choreographed by Jennifer Cameron. The dancing was sensual and enticing, the dancers moving in unfamiliar ways across the stage. Sometimes the movements almost appeared robotic (this is not a criticism in the slightest, just an observation) as the dancers obviously were conscious of every movement made and how it reflected the piece, "Glade". At times, it occurred to me that the movements almost looked uncomfortable, but there was nothing about the choreography or the movement that made me think the dancers were uncomfortable. The music was, however, made up for this uninspired beginning. It was amusing and fascinating watching the dancers make up moves and motions on the spot. The music was fun, and the dancers reflected that, bouncing around the stage having the times of their lives.

The dance, although seemingly simple, was an honest reaction to the tone and feeling of the music. The piece was a joy to watch. It was humorous, entertaining, and held the attention of the audience well.

"Improvisation II" Followed with a similar amusing beginning. What became apparent in this second piece was the incredible range these dancers possessed. The dancers, who twenty minutes before were bouncing around, were now somber, thoughtful, and incredibly intense about their movement. The dancers were not simply reacting to the music, but to each other and to the stage lighting. What also became apparent was that this was a musical experiment, the one-sidedness of dancing was gone. Usually, the choreographer works to form movement that reflect the music. Here however, the dancers reflect the music still, but the music reflects the dancers as well. A quick movement of one dancer may be responded to by a quick wail on the saxophone, or a bow, bent from the cello. By the end of the number, the dancers and see DANCE page twelve.
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David Mamet's American Buffalo Makes Fun Of Crime
By Kate Brentzel

David Mamet’s American Buffalo will grace the stage of the Hill Theater at 8:00 p.m. tomorrow and Saturday nights. The production is a senior thesis performance for both John Roberts and John Simon. These two actors are joined by David Phillips to comprise the small cast. The director of the play is Jennifer Sampson, Kenyon graduate and class of 92.

The action of American Buffalo takes place in Don’s Resale shop. John Simon plays Don, and his two cohorts are Bobby and Teach, played by Phillips and Roberts. The play centers around a proposed theft of a coin collection. The plotting of the crime, the concern over who will carry it out, and who will profit from it, make up the bulk of the dialogue, which with the plotting of these three petty criminals-to-be becomes a lot of bragging, swearing, and fighting, which prompted Phillips to sum up the play with the succinct phrase, “natural language, immature situations.”

Prof. Suydam Lectures on Female Religious Figures at Friday Feature Crozier to offer range of spring talks
By Amy Katz

“We women in Religion: The Female Visionary” is the title of the latest Friday Feature at the Crozier Center. Mary Suydam, visiting instructor of Religion, will present the program on Thursday at 4:15 p.m.

“My field is Christian European Middle Ages, in particular, religious figures, and I have an interest in visionaries,” said Suydam.

“Almost all the religious figures in that period were visionaries, that is, they reported having visions. On the other hand, few ‘great’ medieval religious men described themselves as visionaries. I am interested in knowing why.

Until recently, modern scholars seldom regarded visionaries as great religious thinkers. Many anthropologies are filled with important masculine religious figures, but the women were excluded because visionaries were treated as inferior.

Suydam does not agree with that assessment.

“How can we restore the visionary to her proper place in religious literature? We need to come to terms with our thoughts about women visionaries.”

In addition to teaching generally about visionaries, Suydam will concentrate on one woman, Hadewijch of Antwerp, a thirteenth century visionary.

“We have models of what we think visionaries and other religious figures should be, and we need to revise these models.”

Upcoming Friday Features will include a talk by Associate Professor of Psychology Michael Levine on February 5. His presentation, which is entitled “The Beauty Myth and the Beast: What Can Pro-Feminist Men Do?” will take place in Samuel Mather 108 instead of Crozier. Every woman who comes is encouraged to bring a man with her. Vicki Casterly of the Career Development Center will present “Women in the Workplace,” February 19.

The play’s three male characters represent a side of life which was not readily familiar to the actors. “It’s interesting, I think, as college students [to be in this play] because it’s exactly the opposite side of American society. It’s the flip side of what we are,” said Roberts.

Suydam expressed similar feelings toward his character’s immature behavior.

“It’s hard for me to get into the head of somebody who readily his another person. That’s what makes it interesting to work on.”

Sampson said that she also found American Buffalo interesting to work on because she is a female director, directing three men in a play which is about the typical American male. Of the “hyper-masculinity” in the play, she said that one way to direct it would have been to glorify these men. However, she said that she decided to take a slightly less serious approach. “You can make these people look smart or stupid and I think Mamet wants you to make them look a little stupid.”

The staging that Kenyon’s production of the play is directed by a woman should make it special. It was actually performed at Kenyon about 10 years ago, directed by another female director, Professor of Drama Harlene Marley.

In addition to the interest in gender issues surrounding this play, Sampson said that he hopes that people will come to the play to be entertained. “First of all, it’s a play—it’s entertaining, it’s fun. I think that people are going to get laughs out of it and it’s pretty harsh too,” said Sampson. “I guess that my wish is that people won’t come hoping to deconstruct it. I’m hoping that they will come, see the play, and talk about it.”

Before Suydam and Roberts started working on American Buffalo, they had been planning to perform Kiss of the Spiderwoman. Unfortunately, the progress on that play was ended last semester due to some trouble procuring the production rights for it. David Mamet’s play was therefore a second choice for the two drama majors, but should definitely prove to be both entertaining and enlightening to Kenyon audiences.

The play won the “Best American Play” award from the New York Drama Critics Circle for 1976-77. Mamet is also widely known to today’s audiences because of the acclaimed Glengarry Glen Ross, last year’s see BUFFALO page twelve.

Coffeehouse to Benefit Amnesty

Amnesty International is sponsoring a coffee house this Friday, January 29, from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. in the KC. Performers will include Tom Knauer, Zach Morgan, Matt Glade, The Owl Creeks, Amy Stevens, Alex Mains, Andrew Koechle, and others.

The cost at the door will be $2, and the proceeds will be used to finance letter writing campaigns.

Amnesty International is an impartial organization that works to abolish torture, to ensure fair trials, to free all prisoners of conscience, and to abolish execution.

on-the-road documentary of Senatorial candidate Bob Roberts, a man who pretty much defines the phrase conservative sleaze.

Tim Robbins (who should not only win Oscar for his portrayal of The Player and Bob Roberts, but also should receive a special award for being The Ball’s) wrote, directed, and starred in the movie, proving himself to be one of the finest talents in film today.

Bob Roberts balances perfectly between simply being a clever farse on American politics and exposing the serious, scary inconsistencies and dark pasts that power brokers sometimes seek to cover up. While accomplishing his goal, it put only the politicians themselves (which is too easy to do), but also the manipulable supporters who flock to them. Ultimately, through both comedy and tragedy, Robbins’ film opens the eyes to the turbulent world of the American political arena and forces us to consider the possible implications of putting such deceitful men in such powerful positions.
Newberry Library Program Recruits Students for Project
By Features Staff

Program director Jim Cook will be hosting a lunch tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. in Good Stack Shop for those interested in the off-campus Newberry Library Program. This program, sponsored by the Associated Colleges of the Midwest (ACM) and the Great Lakes Colleges Association (GLCA), offers undergraduate juniors and seniors a semester to develop and explore an in-depth project at the Chicago research library.

The Newberry Library is a closed-stack research library with strong collections in American history and literature, European history and literature, cartography, music, printing, and early philology and linguistics. Every fall, the Library hosts this program as an opportunity to allow undergraduates to shape a thesis from a wealth of primary and rare materials, and from the theme of the seminar. This year’s theme, to be taught by Albion professor Jim Cook and another professor, is “The Self in Context.”

The Newberry Library Program consists of a five-week intensive seminar on this topic, and then nine weeks of independent research. After the seminar is concluded, program participants are free to develop research topics that touch on the issues of the seminar and take advantage of the resources of the Library. There is also an emphasis on getting to know Chicago and enjoying the opportunities of city life.

Two Kenyon students attended the Newberry Program last fall. Seniors Jenny Sauers and Cindy Wittman participated in”A Dialogue With Progress” at the Library. Sauers explored issues of Native American identity and political movements as a part of her research project on Leslie Marmon Silko’s Almanac of the Dead, while Wittman addressed the influences of the two world wars on modern retellings of the Arthur legend. Both plan to use their Newberry research as the basis for their Honors English projects. “It was a fantastic experience,” said Wittman. “Having a whole semester to polish a paper was a great opportunity to sort out graduate school try while finishing off the bulk of my honors comps.”

If you cannot make it to the lunch on Friday, you may get information or questions answered by the Off-Campus Studies Office, campus program advisor Pamela Jensen, or either of the students who participated last year.

White Exposes Secrets of Frugal European Travel with Slide Lecture
By James Parr

On Wednesday, February 3, at 7:00 p.m. Canadian author Gil White will present a lecture entitled “Europe and the World on 84 Cents a Day.” The lecture shares the title of an out-of-print book written by White on the subject of travelling cheaply in Europe and throughout the rest of the world. White’s lecture is billed as a multi-media presentation featuring a lecture and slide show designed for those interested in seeing the European continent on a budget.

According to White, “Students think I am going to make them stand in soup lines or sleep outside on the ground every night, yet I saw 30 countries in four months for under $1,000. I slept in a bed 90 percent of the time, ate two good meals a day, and only stayed in a youth hostel once.”

White said that the key to his parsimonious travel skill involves his belief that there are many bargains and deals waiting to be seized by any person willing to plan ahead, take some chances, and have faith in strangers.

For example, White said he relies primarily on hitch-hiking for travel in Europe, and he conceded that after thousands of rides he has never had one single problem or incident with a driver. He did confess, though, that “one must be sure to assess people’s characters” before getting into a car. One time, White slept in front of a parked car and left a note on the door asking to be awakened and given a ride the next morning. The ploy worked.

For lodging, White recommended avoidance of hostels and hotels. Believing the adage that “strangers are friends who have never met,” he advised knocking on doors and asking to stay in private residences. After being accepted into a home though, one must be willing to do chores and possibly exchange small gifts of food or trinkets.

Besides the unbeatable price, White praised the cultural benefits of staying in strangers’ homes. He claimed that, “you will learn more staying one night in a home than seven nights in a youth hostel.”

Those coming to the lecture Wednesday hoping to travel on spare change as per the title of White’s book will be disappointed. The value of 84 cents is not a specific expenditure level, but rather something to “fire your imagination,” White said. “Some will spend more, some less.”

According to White, the real point he tries to make in speaking to prospective travellers is that experiencing a culture can be done more effectively and more frugally travelling, staying, and eating with a country’s native peoples. The bargain to be had should only make one more willing to fully experience a foreign land.

White will also give advice about what items to bring along on any trip, among his suggestions are a tent, many small snapshots for Visas, a money belt, a pair of dress clothes, and extra food for those areas bereft of hospitality. He has insight and information to offer in all areas of foreign travel, from the mundane to the unexpected.

Wednesday’s lecture with take place in the Biology Auditorium and is sponsored by Student Lectureships. The lecture is free and open to the public.
Snowden Center Begins Busy Semester with Kazakh Salon

By Leanne Oue

For students who are interested in learning about cultures other than the kinds found growing in the biology lab, the Snowden Multicultural Center Program Board will sponsor a number of events this semester through which students can educate both themselves and others about the diverse cultures of the world.

The first event this semester will be the Snowden Salon, in which students are given the opportunity to present academic works (such as papers, lectures, or the like) which concern multicultural issues to other students and faculty. According to Ed Curtis, student manager of Snowden, topics for the six scheduled salons are very diverse, as they range from a presentation on Toni Morrison to a discussion on the Central Asian Republics.

The first salon will be held January 29 from 4:15-5:30 p.m. at the Snowden Center. According to Curtis, fliers and brochures will soon be available to inform students about the dates and topics of subsequent salons.

Teresa Cunningham, chair of the Snowden Program Board’s education committee, strongly encourages the entire Kenyon community to attend these salons in order to make them more interactive.

“We welcome people to not just listen to what the presenters say, but also to ask questions and express their own opinions on the topic,” said Cunningham. “This allows us to have informal, active conversations about what can often be difficult subjects,” she added.

Cunningham will present tomorrow’s Salon, which is entitled, “Constructing the Kazakh National Identity.” Kazakh is located in the former Soviet Union, and Cunningham spent her junior studying at Kazakh State University.

For students who crave an occasional change from ARA food, Snowden will offer a panacea for the palate this semester with its Global Cafe. Here, students can literally get a taste of other cultures, as the cafe offers an opportunity to sample the world’s cuisine. According to Curtis, last semester the cafe featured food from Latin America, Thailand, and Lebanon, while this semester it may spotlight food from the Caribbean, Europe, and India. The first Global Cafe will be, February 20 at the Snowden Center. Tickets cost for $5.00 and are available at the Student Affairs Center. Later Global Cafes will take place, March 27 and April 17.

As a special event this semester, the Snowden Program Board will sponsor a Blues Workshop to pique the interest of Kenyon’s music lovers. Robin Hough, a professor from Northern Michigan University will lead the workshop. According to Curtis, she has done extensive research on African American culture. The workshop will be held, Sunday, February 14 at 4:00 p.m. at the Snowden Center, and all students are invited to attend.

One important point about Snowden stressed by both Curtis and Cunningham is that the Snowden Program Board responds to student demands and strongly encourages groups or individuals on campus to schedule events that they would like to see happen, provided the event has a multicultural theme.

“If you want to bring to Kenyon, say, a spoon player from Benon Rouge, great. Come to a Program Board meeting and make the suggestion. We have the resources, the funding, the people, and the place to make it happen,” said Curtis.

The first Snowden Program Board meeting this semester will be February 10 at 4:15 p.m. in the Snowden Center. The Program Board consists of students, faculty, and administration and, according to Cunningham, students do not have to join the board in order to suggest their ideas about a multicultural event.

“Anyone can stop by these board meetings any number of times to give us their input,” said Cunningham.

Other Program Board meetings are scheduled for February 24, March 24, April 7, April 21, and May 5. All meetings are held at the Snowden Center and begin at 4:15 p.m.
Men's, Women's Swim Teams Clean Up at All-Ohio Lords, Ladies Battle Division I UNC in Cincinnati After Successful Training Trip

By Matt Kang

Kenyon College's aquatic Lords and Ladies have amassed an astonishing 22 consecutive Division III national titles. In the 1992-1993 campaign, the swimming quad's theme is BRING IT ON. Who can argue with confidence backed by extraordinary success? After having

fourth. Senior tri-captain Carolyn Petrolas finished first in the 50 free, third in the 100 free, and fourth in the 100 back. Rookie Maggie Huxley placed third in the 200 IM and fourth in the 100 free. Senior tri-captains Jen Carter and Maggie Pasek captured second and sixth place respectively in the 200 IM.

Against perennial Division II powerhouse Oakland University, Kenyon swam well but once again came up short. The Lords dropped the dual meet by the score of 150-86. Fease, Giardinelli, and Hutchison swept the 500 free race. Fease took first again in the 1000 free. Kinney won the 200 breast in impressive fashion, and Dowdall finished runner-up in the 50 free.

Senior John Butcher won the 1-meter and 3-meter diving events.

The swimmers and coaches said that they are pleased with what has taken place thus far in the season. "We think at this point in the season, we're right on track if not ahead in terms of meet performances. Our performances as a team against schools like Miami and UNC have put us in good shape going into the NCAC's," said Coach Williams.

"We've done a lot more yardage. It seems like we have a better aerobic base. Our Florida training was amazing—it was the best I've seen overall as a team," said Dowdall.

"The way things are right now, I think

will be a very good dual meet. We will get a good view of how other top Division III teams in the country are performing. It will be a good opportunity to compete and see where they are coming from," said Coach Williams.

With conferences and nationals looming on the horizon, Coach Steen has his team working harder than ever. The training is clearly paying off as the Lords have already qualified seven individuals in 10 events and two relay teams for nationals. Butcher has a lot of us are going to turn in personal best times. The training has been a lot different this year, but I think it will set us up for a strong season. I think we can win conferences and nationals again," said Steedman.

The demanding workouts and schedule that both of Kenyon's Swimming teams have endured have produced a wealth of success in the past. Their commitment and dominance have earned national recognition, and this season should prove no different. BRING IT ON.
Ladies Basketball Continues to Look Ahead for Improvement

By Giles Rohrlyer

The Kenyon Ladies basketball team came into last Saturday’s match up against Denison looking for its second victory of the season. After defeating Oberlin last week, the team seemed poised to maintain the winning form that they had lacked in the past. Unfortunately, after an exciting start, Kenyon was routed by a taller and more aggressive Denison team by the score of 65-32.

The Ladies came out shooting and scored eight unanswered points to begin the game. However, the Big Red of Denison answered with a defensive press on the Lady’s offense. This destroyed any planned attack by the Ladies and forced them to resort to long passes and poor shots. The pressing defense was the key to the game. Denison’s taller quicker athletes played tough defense from one end of the court to the other, and exposed Kenyon’s poor ball handling skills. When forced to move the ball up court against constant pressure, seemingly routine passes were thrown out of bounds or into the hands of Denison players. When they had to dribble against opposition, the Kenyon players were simply overmatched, often losing the ball to their defender or just losing control. This pressure removed Kenyon from its game plan and from any organized effort to score. They resorted to court-length passes which, more often than not, would be thrown away, either to the defenders or out of play.

Denison’s imposing height and speed proved to be their best weapons. Kenyon had difficulty executing passes or shots over the hands of women who were taller than they were. Denison’s ball handlers were fast enough to dribble up and down the court without difficulty against any defense that Kenyon put up.

At the other end of the court, Denison took their time to set up and shoot with concentration. Despite these factors, Kenyon hung tough at half time and at the half, the score was just 24-17. The second half, however, exposed the weaknesses of Kenyon’s team.

The Denison’s pressing defense held the Ladies to only 15 points in the second half, while scoring 41 on their end of the court. Kenyon simply could not operate efficiently against the press that forced them into taking wild shots and desperate passes. The Denison players caught fire in the second half, lighting up the basket with assured outside shots and three-pointers. In the end, the Kenyon Ladies were overwhelmed and the score proved it.

The Ladies team is not without its bright spots, however. The starting five of rookies Charlotte Durrant and Danielle Montgomery, senior Mary Giallanza, junior Stephanie Fryberg and sophomore Danielle Bartlet kept potential to evolve into a good squad. The tall and powerful Bartlet is especially good underneath the basket and adds greatly to the strength of a team that is mostly average in height. All of these women can shoot the ball well, and have the ability to make Kenyon a good team.

This season has been a disappointing one for the Ladies team as they have won only one out of their first six games. Their sole victory was against a weak Oberlin squad, but it proved that they can win games.

In the next few games, the Ladies will hopefully improve at a squad and work the fundamental ball-handling and movement skills into their game. During the course of this season the team can and should evolve from mediocres to above average. They should be exciting to watch.

Men’s Basketball Rounds into Playoff Form with 6-3 NCAC Record

By Josh Cornelsen

Since the Lords’ four game skid early in the season, they have rebounded back to win nine of their last 11, including a nine point victory at Denison last Saturday.

These victories have moved them into a tie for second place in the NCAC with Ohio Wesleyan and Wittenberg at 6-3. Allegheny has sole possession of the Conference’s top spot with a record of 8-1. With just seven games left in the regular season, the Lords have seen all of their opponents, and many players feel that they have a good shot at winning the post season tournament.

The team’s basketball team started their turnaround in December by rebounding from a loss to Denison with two consecutive wins over Thiel and a victory over Earlham in the same week.

The Lords lost two of their next three games at Allegheny and the Elmhurst College Tournament, but added a win against Wooster in between.

Rockie Johnson said that he believes that this double-digit win over the Fighting Scots was their most impressive win of the season thus far, Johnson said, "We finally understand what we have to do to come together as a team, and if we do so, we will be hard to beat.”

Johnson followed their loss to Allegheny with four more impressive wins over Oberlin, Case Western Reserve, Wittenberg, and their most recent win over Denison. The Big Red of Denison made a move in the fourth quarter of Saturday’s game but could not overcome their 20 point deficit. Starter Jamie Harless had two impressive performances against Denison and Wittenberg, and was recently named the NCAC’s player of the week.

The Lord’s basketball program is gaining notoriety around Kenyon. This was evident at the game in Grove City last Saturday as Kenyon fans outnumbered those of the home team.

Aside from the team play as a whole, one of the obvious factors in their recent success is simply their drive and determination.

Johnson said, "Our coach told us once in the locker room that someone said that it appeared that he wanted to win more than we did, but our coach told us that he could see in our eyes that this wasn’t true.”

Johnson said that he believes Head Coach Bill Brown can be very serious, but that it is usually a very relaxed and pleasant environment at practice, and that he does not try to separate himself from his players.

Throughout this turnaround season expectations have not really changed, they have just been strengthened.

First-year center Martin Gore said, "The expectations at the beginning of the year were pretty much that we should easily win 50 percent of our games, but we want to win 75 percent of our games, and if we play hard we can win the league.”

One of the coaches on the other teams commented on how dangerous the talent on the Lord’s squad was. The team overall has good depth, and the starting line-up has changed many times this year. Recently, the team has been led by Chris Donovan, Jamie Harless, Ken Danning, Todd Czartoski, and Tom Oaks. The four newcomers from the class of 96 are Mylin Johnson, Che Smith, Martin Gore, and Hayes Ryan.

They will face their toughest opponents in the last three games of the season, with a climatic finish against number one...
Off the Hill Goes Waaayy Off the Hill

By Ryan Helft

Welcome to the Grand Opening of the Three Dot Lounge - East, where insights and anecdotes are cheap...but ability is at a premium.

Where are you for New Year's Day? I planted myself firmly in front of the T.V. and watched a full day of college football. When you start off with a Boston College vs. Tennessee match-up, you know you're in for a long day. When you saw Tom Coughlin's Eagles get trounced by a guy officially coaching his first game, you knew why he didn't take the N.Y. Giants job...an easy schedule let B.C. rise in the rankings without having to use hi-tech coaching. His decision to stay at B.C. looked noble, but now the Giants are an old team, and he didn't want to be pushed into a sinking ship.

How 'bout that Rose Bowl? The Grandaddy of 'em all showed two new wrinkles this year...it was exciting, and the Big Ten won. Some people I know were disappointed, but what the heck, a Big Ten team has to win at least one bowlgame.

The first seven bowls were appointment, but the Sugar Bowl was the sweetest of them all. It was Miami versus Alabama in a showdown of the top two teams in the nation and promised to be as exciting as it was publicized. It was supposed to be a duel between two great teams; but as it turned out, only one gunfighter showed up. After a few clashes the Alabama defense showed everyone who was number one. Alabama's defense did it all; they shatted Torreotta's confidence, outscored Miami's offense and pulled off the greatest play that never was. Anyone who saw George Teague run down that Miami receiver, strip the ball from him, then run 20 yards up field knew that they had seen one of the greatest plays in college football history. If Alabama's defensive lineman had not been off side, Miami might have raised the white flag then and there. It was a great play that made 13 hours of watching T.V. worth while.

What's up with college hoops these days? Duke has lost more games in the last two weeks than it has in the last two years...I think it's a ploy by Coach K to make people forget about them come March Madness. Well it ain't gonna work. I guess this proves once again that the ACC is the best conference in the land. They've got North Carolina, Duke, Virginia, Georgia Tech, and Florida State in everybody's top twenty. Number five Michigan couldn't do what number 20 Georgia Tech could: beat Duke.

By the way, the University of Cincinnati is way over rated. They did well in last year's tournament and so now everyone is afraid of them, but come on they played University of Alabama-Birmingham and only won by two points. Still don't think they're over rated? Name one guy who will do well in the NBA. Didn't think you could.

Wan't to see a real up and comer? Stay up for the late game and check out California's Jason Kidd. He makes passes that surprise his own teammates, not to mention the opposition. He would easily be a lottery pick this year, but this is just his first year at this level.

It's waaayy too early to be talkn' pro basketball.

Will this be the AFC's year? I'm not gonna go out on that limb but eons ago, the last time a Democrat won the presidency, an AFC team won the Super Bowl. I will say this though: whoever scores first will win it this year. Buffalo had an amazing wildcard victory against Houston, but don't expect them to repeat it in the Big Dance. If the Bills score first, don't put money on Jimmy Johnson coming up with a creative strategy. Earlier in the year they were playing the Rams and got the ball on the fifty yard line. They were down by four points with two minutes to go against an inferior team. However, Johnson couldn't call the winning plays to put the ball in the end zone. However, it should be an exciting game as these are two of the most talented teams in the NFL.

Well that's it folks, the Three Dot Lounge's debut in the Collegian. Tell me what you think about it, but don't ask me what it stands for, you'll have to figure that one out for yourself.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Brian Dowdall

Dowdall, the Senior tri-captain, was critical to the Lords' success at the All-Ohio swim meet. He won the 50 meter freestyle and placed second in the 100 meter backstroke and 100 meter freestyle. He also placed second in the 50 meter freestyle against Division I North Carolina.
**REVIEW**

*continued from page one*

Established American Literary Quarterly and has published such well known authors as Flannery O'Connor, Robert Lowell and W.H. Auden.

The Review has greatly benefited from Hacker's leadership. Since she was hired as editor, the publication has experienced a dramatic growth in single-copy sales. Hacker has also doubled the number of authors published in each issue, and increased the number of pages per issue by over 60 percent.

The spring issue of The Kenyon Review will include a unique selection of contemporary theatre and poetry. The magazine will focus its attention on a genre which has traditionally had little place in literary magazines.

**JORDAN**

*continued from page one*

In addition to top medical care, Jordan said he was impressed with the amount of support he received from the Kenyon community. "This community has been just extraordinary. I got good wishes from all over. There was a great outpouring of concern and support."

Currently Jordan is regaining his energy and plans to get out of the house more frequently at the end of this week and the beginning of the next. He expects that within about 10 days he should be ready for a full schedule, even though the doctors say it takes about a month to six weeks before full energy is regained.

Jordan's surgery and recovery, according to Jordan, has been successful, and he plans to be "a more visible figure on campus very shortly."

**COFFEEHOUSE**

*continued from page four*

and staff has proven to be a lively and talented bunch. Judging from the attendance, I assume that a substantial amount of money was raised, as well as the spirits of all who attended.

**MLK**

*continued from page five*

Choir testifies through song the stories of God, as my tired and cold feet marched down Middle Path with fellow friends, holding candles and singing songs of freedom, it seemed only appropriate to me that the week commemorating the life of this man of God end with my own prayer of praise and thanks for the freedom that I have to have been there, and to share my thoughts with you.

**DANCE**

*continued from page five*

musicians were working in tandem, intertwined on a different plane. The last dance in the show was called, "Marielen's Dream" choreographed by Gabriel Alq爸. This piece was as similar to a fine painting, or telling a beautiful story. Each dancer held two ribbons, white and red which were used quite well. The ribbons accentuated movement, became props, and thoroughly enhanced the dance overall. The dancers possessed the ability to go from miming choreography to stage to leaping around.

Overall, the whole concert was very enjoyable. Having the live band behind the audience playing between and during the dances added an intimacy that has not been apparent at other dance concerts. Usually the dancers perform pieces which they have rehearsed so many times there is no way they can get it wrong. With this dance concert there was electricity in the air, this concert would differ from the previous night's. If they performed again, that concert would be different, and that is exciting. The dancers and the musicians must be congratulated for the tremendous effort it must have taken to get this show ready so quickly after break, and for making it such a joy to watch. The Kenyon Dance Ensemble continues to break new ground in the realm of dance, and it is truly exiting to see happen.

**BUFFALO**

*continued from page six*

movie adaptation of his play by the same name.

Kenyon audiences have several incentives to see this play. It was written by a well known contemporary American playwright, it is the paramount work of two senior drama majors and, lastly, as Phillips put it, "it's going to be real good."

**LORDS**

*continued from page ten*

Allleghey in Ernst Arena on Saturday, February 20 at 2:00 p.m. Hopefully the Lords can keep it alive and continue their streak of victories.

Mylin John-son summed up Kenyon's success and ability perfectly when he said, "We have learned to come together for about 25 minutes a game, and that has been fairly successful, but when we can bring ourselves together for the full 40 minutes, that is when we will really dominate."

---

**The Phling Is Coming....**

**February 6**

**Watch for it....**

---

**Ever Get A Pal Smashed?**

**TAKE THE KEYS**

**CALL A CAB**

**TAKE A STAND**

**FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK**